
resource/
components 

exist **? 

Mni2 :  In-situ observation with 
not interactive resource 

Do you want to 
exchanged ideas 
with users about 

the not interactive 
resource? 

Do you have 
more than 100 

potential 
users?  

Mni6a : Adapt an existing 
questionnaire in the literature to your 
educational context  

No 

Resource does not exist 

Resource exist and is not 
interactive

Resource exist and is interactive 

Mni1 : Social probes , technical 
probes, logbooks  with not 
interactive resource

End of choice

 

START AND END 

Condition

Mni3 : Individual interview with 
not interactive resource 

Yes 

Would you like 
to know the 

user's activities 
over the long 
term (one day, 
one week) with 
not interactive 

resource ? 

Yes No

Yes 

Would you like to know 
the user's activities 
during a specific 
activity/task with not 
interactive resource ? 
*** ? 

Yes 

No

No

No 

Do you need 
another method ?

Yes 

** in the In the following flowchart, we will indicate the resource, 
but it can also be a component of the resource.
*** or or sub activities during a specific activity ou activities 
during a specific task.

GO TO

Have you 
identified an 

existing 
questionnaire in 
the literature? 

Mni6b:  Create an appropriate 
questionnaire 

Yes 

Would you like 
this 

questionnaire to 
be administered 

over several 
periods?

Mni6c: Barometer questionnaire 

Yes 

CHOOSE OTHER METHODS

* resource and resource components can be proposed by those 
involved in the research process. Also, they can be those identified in 
the literature

Would you like 
users to fill  a 

summary 
questionnaire  ? 

No

Yes Mni5 : Summary 
questionnaire

Research and experimental goals 
are defined. resource and their 
components*, that researcher 

needs to design, co-design, test 
or evaluate are identified too. 

Yes 

Is the resource 
dynamic or not 

 Interactive  Use MATUI for 
dynamic resource

Not dynamic  

Use MATUI for not 
existing resource 

Could you 
implement this 
not interactive 
resource in the 

educational 
context ? 

Yes 

No 

No 

No

Would you like  
to interview 

users individually 
or you prefer that 

several users 
confront their 

ideas?

Mni4 : Focus group with not 
interactive resource 

Individual 

Several 

No

No 


